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IPreface
That Daniel Pefoe made several contributions to the field
of education has been recognized by at least five eminent men:
Ben j amen Franklin, Alfred Heubaum, Prof. E. E. Brown, and
Karl Bfllbring. But aside form comendatory statements, and the ed-
iting of two of his educational books there has been little atten-
tion paid to this phase of his work. It is, therefore, the purpose
of this thesis to bring together in a concise form as many as possi-
ble of his educational contributions, and to give special attention
to those that are known to be most original.
The thesis is divided into five parts or chapters. The first
of these is biographical, for without some knowledge of our author's
life, especially his early life and training, it would be difficult
to comprehend the seeming inconsistency between his views and behav-
ior in later life. The second chapter deals with his times, partic-
ularly with the times of his early life: the Restoration and Rev-
olution. His v/orks_ are treated_in_ the third chapter, the purpose
*
In Dodsley's Annual Register, vol. XXXVI, p. 242, Franklin
says, "I received from it (An Essay upon Projects) impressions which
influenced the principal events of my life."
*-}'-
Heubaum calls Defoe the eloquent spokesman of the popular
movement which manifested itself at the time of the Revolution.
"Auch in England machfce sich gegen den Scmisg des 174; Jahrhunderts im
Eusamraenhang mit den Staatsumwalzungen uncf Thronstreitigkeiten eine
starke volkstumliche Bewegung geltend, deren beredter Wortfiihrer
Daniel Defoe, der spatere Verfasser des Robinson Cr\usoe war."
HeHubaum, /lfred; "GeschicXte des Deutschen Bildungswesens seit der
Mitte des Biefczehnten Jahrhunderts, Erstes Band, s. 112. ( see p. 17)
"Daniel Defoe's project of a military academy found a far-
away realization in the establishment of such an institution by our
national government at West Point." Brown, E. E. ; The Making of
Our Kiddle Schools; p. 331.
*###
Karl Btllbring editod "The Compleat English Gentleman" and
"On Royal Education (See pp. 29 and 34.)
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being to classify his works with a view of showing the relation be-
tween those on education and those on other subjects. In the fourth
chapter Defoe's views concerning the education of gentlemen as set
forth in his "Compleat English Gentleman" are given in c connection wit|(i
the views of some of his predecessors.
The fifth chapter contains the essential points of the great-
est of all Defoe's contributions to education, viz, his projects of
academies. Benjamin Franklin seems to have been influenced by these
projects when he drew up the plan for the Pennsylvania Academy.
E. E. Brown says that the military academy project was followed by
the founders of the military school at West Point.*** It has also
been affirmed by Lee that in London soon after Defoe's death his
plan for an academy of music was adopted.
The sixth chapter is simply a summary in which a few con-
clusions are drawn.




All that is known for a certainty of the life of Daniel Defoe
can be told in very few words. Pie was born in the parish of St. Giles,
Cripplegate, London, in the year 1G61. His father was a butcher, also
a dissenter and in fairly good circumstances - but his name was Foe,
not Defoe. Daniel got his education in a dissenters' academy. He
began writing early in life and soon won popularity with his pen.
It was because of his pen, too, that he later became very unpopular
and was imprisoned and pilloried. Still later his writings secured
for him governmental favor. He was at different times engaged in
private business enterprises, first as a hose merchant, then a manu-
facturer of pantiles, and finally editor of several news letters. He
wrote literally scores of books and pamphlets in connection with his
other work. He was active and prolific to the very last, and his
eventful life of seventy years ended near his birth place, 1731.
All these facts may be positively affirmed, and there are
several other statements that bear a high degree of probability. He
must have had several daughters and at least one son. He might have
had a brother; and nearly all of his biographers- perhaps all of them
think that he married the daughter of the parish minister, a Miss
Annesley, etc. etc
,
*vv But although these and many other conjectures
*
*"
Trent says he was born in 1659 or 1660; Cambridge History
of English Literature, vol. IX, p. 6.
3HC-
Lee thinks that because Defoe and his father were distingu-
ished mea in their community they were referred to by their neigh-
bors as Mr. Foe and Mr. D.Foe, and that without volition cf his own
he became Mr. DeFoe or Mr. Defoe.
Trent says he married Mary Tuffley; Cambridge History of
English Literature, vol. IX, p. 6.

2may be true, still they are conjectures and should be stated as such.
Defoe almost never said anything about his family, and seldom
said anything that would throw light upon his own history, except
when stung to it by his numerous critics. He had one vulnerable spot;
he always flinched when the wise ones said he was no scholar. Defoe
wanted to be thought a gentleman, too, and occasionally the epithet
"hosier"would bring him to attempt a vindication of himself, and on
these occasions he often made statements that were autobiographical.
It is fortunate for his biographers that their subject was so
human in these respects. It was because his pride had been hurt that
he wrote "An Appeal to Honour and Justice", in which nearly all that
is known of his connections with the government is stated. Private
letters have substantiated the "Appeal" so what might have been
taken for another bit of fiction is now looked upon as being in most
part true.
The following quotations contain the greater part of the reli-
able autobiographical material to be found outside of the "Appeal".
V/hen critics had found any number of flaws in "The Life and
Strange Suprising Adventures of Robinson Crusoe", and some of them
had gone so far as to say that it was all utterly impossible, Defoe
who by this time had another volume of that remarkable man's life
ready for the press, thought it well to write a preface that would
serve two purposes: to sell the book, and to vindicate the author.
He says:-
"I, Robinsin Crusoe, being at this time in perfect health and
sound mind and memory, thanks be to God therefor, do hereby declare
their (the critics' ) objection is an invention scandalous in design
and false in fact; and do affirm that the story, although allegoric-
al is also historical
"Further that there is a man alive and well known, too, the
actions of whose life are the just subject of these volumes, and to
whom all, or most part of the story directly alludes; this may be
depended upon for the truth and to this I set my name."

Farther on he says, " all those parts of the
story are real facts in my history, whatever borrowed lights they
may be represented by."
And then after enumerating several of the principal incidents
of the novel he says:-
"The Adventures of Robinson Crusoe are one whole scheme of
real life of eight and twenty years spent in the most wandering, de-
solate, and afflicting circumstances that ever a man went through, and
in which I lived so long in a life of wonders, in continued storms,
fought with the worst kinds of savages and man-eaters,
shipwrecked often, though more by land than by sea. In a word there
is not a circumstance in the imaginary story but has its just allu-
sion in the real story, and chimes part for part and step for step
with the inimitable life of Robinson Crusoe."
And then Defoe, who seems never to have lacked a reason for
anything he did, states simply, and seemingly with sincerity his
reason for this unparalleled hoax.
"Had the common way of writing a man's private history been
taken, and I had given you the conduct or life of a man you knew,
and whose misfortunes, perhaps, you had sometimes unjustly triumphed
over; all I could have said u-ould have yielded no diversion, and
perhaps scarce have obtained a reading, or at least no attention;
the teacher like a greater, having no honour in his own country. Fact
that are formed to teach the mind must be done a great way off, and
by somebody never heard of. "*
What is to be thought of these statements, how much dependence
is to be placed in them is more than anyone has yet ventured to say.
It may be that here is a hoax as great as that of Robinson Crusoe
itself - if Robinson Crusoe is a hoax; and again, it may be every
whit true. Some biographers are inclined to think that this calling
the story an allegory was an after thought; that Defoe first wrote
the book because of his interest in the Alexander Selkirk incident,
and because he knew human nature well enough to forsee the recep- -
tion of such a novel. ne can not deny the likelihood of this
All these quotations are taken from the Serious Reflection S
of Robinson Crusoe ( Robinson Crusoe, vol. Ill) pp. IX, X, XI, and
XIII.

4supposition, but ono can not deny, either, that there were incidents
in Defoe's life that would "chime part for part" with many of the
adventures of the stranded man. How anyono could have a more stormy
life than Defoe had would be diffocult to imagine. Misunderstood by
both friends and enemies, cast into prison, pilloried, and last of
all, for the government's sake, compelled to live a life of duplicityr
a life that I am constrained to believe was very revolting to him; it
would be difficult, I say, to imagine a life more tempestuous, more
filled with solitude , more unnatural, in short, more in harmony
with that lived by Robinson Crusoe on his island than was that which
Robinson's creator lived in and about London.
At another time Defoe felt himself called upon to satirize the
prevalent conception of a scholar; and again, if he has not over
drawn matters, he gives his biographers valuable information. This
time he dwells upon his scholastic attainments. He says:-
"I remember an Author in the Y/orld some Years ago, who was
generally upbraided with ignorance and called an 'Illiterate Fellow'
by some of the Beau Mond-> of the last age. He was run uown in this
manner by some, that on inquiry, had a much clearer Title to the
Character of a Blockhead, by a great deal, than himself; but his En- !
emies were Noisy and the Man was negligent in his own Defence. ...
"I happened to come into this Person's Study once, and I found
him bus3' translating a Description of the Course of the River Boris-
thenes out of Bleau's Geography, written in Spanish. Another time
T found him translating some Latin Paragraphs out of Leubinitz
Theatre Cometici, being a learned Discourse upon Comets; and that I
might see whether it was genuine, I looked on some Part of it that
he had finished, and I found by it that he understood the Latin very
well, and had perfectly taken the Sense of that difficult Author. In
short I found he understood the Latin , the Spanish , the Italian and
could read the Greek and I knew before that he spoke French fluently-
ye t this man was no Scholar .
""As to Science, on another occasion, I heard him dispute (in
such a manger as surprised me) upon the Motions of the heavenly
Bodies, the Distance, Magnitude, Revolutions and especially the in-
fluence of the Planets, the Nature and probable Revolutions of
Comets, the excellency of the New Philosophy, and the like: but this
Man T was no Scholar ,
,
"In Geography and History he had all the World at his Fingers
ends. He talked of the most distant Countries with inimitable Ex-
actness; and changing from one place to another the Company thought,

5of every Place or Country he named that certainly he must have been
born there. He knew not only where ctk y Thing was, b t v/hat every
Body did in every part of the World and had the History
of almost all the Nations of the World in his Head- yet this Man
was no Scholar .
If the preface of the third volume of Robinson Crusoe is not
to be taken too seriously, the above bit of satire should be taken
even less so. Defoe has never said that he was the person who was
considered no scholar , and for that simple reason he would not feel
it incumbent upon him to stick strictly to the truth. Perhaps the
most of these attainments were his - perhaps they all were, but the
probabilities are that fiction has played a part here if it ever
did anywhere in his,. works. There is such a good opportunity for em-
bellishment in this. The attainments which were scarcely more than
shadows of attainments might well be set down when the scholar himself
was not made known and "testing out" was , therefore , impossible
•
There is, however, another place where Defoe talks in a much
more straight forward manner. What he says is self explanatory so I
quote without comment.
who
"Those gentlemen/reproach my learning to applaud their own
shall have it proved that I have more learning than either of them -
because I have more manners. I have no concern to tell Dr. Browne
that I can read English; nor to tell Mr. Tutchin I understand Latin:
Non i ta Latinus sum ut Latine loqui . ** I easily acknowledge myself
blockhead enough to have lost the fluency of expression in the
Latin, and so far trade has been a prejudice to me; and yet I think
I owe this justice to my ancient father, still living and in whose
behalf I freely testify, that if I am a blockhead it was nobody's
fault but my own, he having spared nothing in my education that might
qualify me to match the accurate Dr. Browne, or the learned Observat.
or.
"As to Mr. Tutchin I never gave him the least affront; I have
even after base usage in vain invited him to peace, in answer to
Applebee's Journal Oct. 30, 1725. Told in a different manner
in the "Compleat English Gentlemafi" p. 200.
**•
But this should read, Non ita Romanus sum ut Latine loquar.

6which he returns insults, calumnies and reproaches. As to my little
learning and his great capacity, I fairly challenge him to translate
with me any Latin, French , or Italian author, and after that to re-
translate them cross ways for twenty pounds each book; and by this he
shall have the opportunity to show the world how much Defoe the hosiei
is inferior to Mr. Tutchin the Gentleman.
"
v
It will be noticed that In this statement Defoe makes no boast
of a knowledge of either Greek or Spanish, both of which he is said
to have known, and both of which were in the list of attainments
attributed to the no scholar* ""* And although it is not altogether ap-
ropos of the purpose of this chapter, mention should here be made of
the single reference to his father, as well as notice taken of the
specific reference to the amount and kind of schooling he obtained.
Defoe was schooled in a dissenters* academy, and the one he at-
tended was especially good. It was located at Newington Green and
was presided over by one Charles Morton, a man of much culture and
pedagogical attainments. *'rw Ac*ording to Wilson, one of Defoe's earli-
est biographers, dissenters' academies usually had five year courses;
so it is most likely that Defoe spent five years at Newington Green.
Some idea of what a part of the course of this academy was may be
gathered from Defoe's own words. He says:-
"There was some years ago, a private academy of the dissenters
not far from London, the master or tutor of which read all his lect-
ures, gave all his systems whether of philosophy or divinity in
English ; had all his declaimings anc dissertations ' in' the English
tongue. And although the scholars from that place were not destitute
in the languages, yet it was observed of them, they were by this
Review, vol. II, p. 149, 150; See, also, Lee, William; The
Life of Daniel Defoe, vol. I pp. 11, 12.
In one of his Reviews he says, "I have been in ray time pretty
well master of five languages, and have not lost them yot, though I
write no bill over my door, nor set Latin quotations on the front of
the Review." Lee's Life vol. I, p. 12.
Morton was persecuted because of his belief and to escape his
troubles he came to America where h& is said to have been made vice-
president of Harvard College. See Chadwick, William; Life and Times
of Daniel Defoe, p. 5.

7made masters of the English tongue, and more of them excelled In that
particular than of any other school at that time. Here were produced
the masters, Mr. Timothy Crusoe, Mr. Hannot of Yarmouth, Mr. Nathan-
iel Taylor, Mr. Owen and several others; and of another kind, poets
Sam Wesley, Daniel Defoe and two or throe of your western martyrs
that had they lived would have been extraordinary men of that kind,
viz, Kitt, Battersby, young Jenkins, Hewlin and many more."*
From the extracts that have thus far been given almost any
kind of conclusion may be drawn; and, although the fact is lamentable,
these extracts furnish comparatively all that Defoe has said if him-
self relative to the subject in hand. The contents of his numerous
works is the only other available source of information, and from
this again may come a variety of opinions except in regard to one
particular. All must agree that his versatility is marvelous. If he
did not receive the collegiate training that some of his contemporar-
ies did, he undoubtedly pose3Ssed a mental capacity and retentive-
ness of memory that serve him quite as well.
Some idea of the difference of opinion that may result from
a study of the available resources ( principally Defoe's own works)
may be had by comparing the writings of William Lee with those of al-
most any other critic. There has been, and perhaps always will be a
great difference of opinion as to Defoe's morality. Lee has found
him as free from guile as others have found him deceitful and hypo-
critical. Trent says, however, that he thinks many have gone too far
in their accusations. "The fact that in this matter," he says - he
is speaking of the discovery made which proved that Defoe had seen
the great storm and therefore did not have to draw on his imagination
to write his volume as had hitherto been believed - "The fact that in
this matter and in not a few others, research has tended to strengthen




Present State of Parties in Great Britian; p. 319. The same is
given in different phrseology in the Compleat English Gentleman, p. 5.

it less possible for critics to treat him as totally untrustworthy.
Such criticism has never been based upon adequate psychological
study of the man and is not warranted by a minute examination even
of his most discreditable writings."^
The probabilities are that much of the lack of dependence
placed in his works has come down to us as a heritage from his con-
temporary dupes. It was not pleasant to wake up to the fact that
the "Shortest Way with Dissenters" was not written by a high church-
man, but by a thorough dissenter, or to discover that there never
was such a man as Robinson Crusoe, or to learn that for years the
leading Dory paper had beenjsdited by a Whig and thus deprived of its
savor.
"The truth itself is not believed
From one who often has deceived."
And so it was with Defoe.
Epochs in De foe ' s Life
There were two turning points in Defoe's life. Both were
brought about by himself, and both affected to a greater or less ex-
tent the productions which followed them. The first was attendant
upon the "Shortest Way with Dissenters", and the second came with
the popularity of"Robinson Crusoe".
Defoe was a free lance up to the time of his "Shortest Way"
troubles. That satire was one of the keenest kind. Dissenters as well
as High Churchmen were taken in by it. The dissenters thought it
most scandalous, and believed it to be the candid opinion of their
enemies. And many of the "High Flyers" believed as the dissenters
Trent. W. P. : Defoe - The Newspaper and the Novel; Cttmbridgo
History of English Literature, vol. IX, p. 6.

9did except that to thorn the author had been inspired from on high
instead of from the nether regions as the dissenters would have it.
It was not until it was learned that a dissenter and not a high
churchman had written the tirade that the force of the satire was
appreciated. Then a warrant was issued for Defoe's arrest. He was
apprehended, tried and condemned, "to pay 200 Marks to the ^ueen;
stand three times in the pillory; be imprisoned during the Queen's
pleasure; and find securities for his good behavior for seven years."*5
Although the warrant for his arrest was issued in January,
Defoe was not apprehended until the latter part of May. In speaking
of this period and its effect upon Defoe Trent says, "Where he hid
himself is uncertain; but there is evidence in his own hand that
the prospect of the prison com letely unnerved him When
he was pilloried at the end of July the temper of the fickle popu-
lace had changed, and, instead of being hooted and pelted, he was
hailed as a hero. Neither he nor the mob knew that the experience
marked a turning point in the career of one of the most variously,
though not nobly, gifted men England has ever produced
After he was pilloried, the sense that he had been unjustly punished
rankled in him, and he soon became dependent upon the bounty of
Harley; to insure the continuance of that bounty, he sacrificed some,
at least, of his convictions; in revenge he began to betray his
employer; and in the end, he stood before the public as the most
discredited and mercenary jounaligt of the day."**
The popularity of Robinson Crusoe brought about another change.
*
Lee, William; Daniel Defoe: His Life etc. vol. I, p. 70,
ft*
Trent, W. P. ; Defoe - The Newspaper and the Novel, Cambridge
History of English Literature, vol. IX, pp. 9-10.
* It should be mentioned that Lee finds no change in Defoe
from the beginning to the end of his career.)
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To the student of literature the decade that begins with the book
is a decade of fiction. It is a peculiar kind of fiction, however.
In it the didactical element is as much in evidence as is the imag-
inal. Defoe wrote his novels more for the lessons they contained
than for any other reason. This period, then, like the two which
preceded it, shows a new phase of a dominant tendency in his life -
a tendency which led him to champion everything which attempted
personal or civic reformation; a tendency which made him the most
original of projectors. It is possible, therefore, to classify his
works on the basis of the life period represented, and, reciprocally,
to divide his life into periods made evident by the difference in
the productions.
As has already been noted the first period was one of freedom.
It was also a period of high moral standards. Defoe did very much
as he pleased up to to the time of his arrest; but it was the thing
he believed to be right that pleased him. Such an attitude coupled
with a genius for satire led him too far. He wrote the "Shortest
Way", and the first period ended.
The change brought about by the arrest and imprisonment mani-
fested itself throughout the remainder of his life whenever govern-
mental favor or disfavor was likely to be incurred. But there were
moral convictions (as Trent infers) which he never relinquished; and
as old age approached the old spirit revived - not with the ardor of
youth, but with unmistakable certainty. Even before the publication
of Robinson Crusoe interests such as had formerly been his were
again receiving his attention. The desire to bring about a reformatio!
in things which needed it shows itself in many of his earliest writ-
ings, and nearly every one of the productions written after the pub-
lication of Robinson Crusoe was written for no other purpose than
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to gratify this same desire.
Defoe's life as he lived it, then, falls into three parts,
the first is marked by high moral standards and fearless integrity;
the second part presents a man of rather low moral standards, prac-
ticed hypocrisy and servile mien; the third part contains much of
but
the second /reveals a man of somewhat higher moral standards, ( if
this is not true in his behavior it certainly is true of his writ-
ings) and this part also shows a higher degree of sympathetic inter-
est in mankind than either of the others does.
The chapter on his works will discuss these three divisions
more fully.
Summary and Conclusions .
To summarize:- Little is positively known of Defoe's life save
that which he himself has seen fit to set down on very few occasions.
From these autobiographical sketches which were usually written to
vindicate their author, and are, therefore, most likely colored to
his taste, we may glean at least two facts: 1st, that Defoe's life
was for the most part a stormy one, and 2d, that the schooling he re-
ceived was good, and was to a great extent responsible for his later
views on education.
A n.ore general survey of his works reveals the fact that at at
least two periods in his life Defoe made decided changes in his life's
ideal. As we might expect it was only when this ideal possessed a
high moral quality that he dealt with educational questions. For
this reason the material for this thesis may be found almost entirely
before the publication of the "Shortest Way with Dissenters", and




The Times of Defoe
Defoe's seventy years extended over a period which bears very
marked characteristics. He knew the immoral Restoration, saw the
"Glorious Revolution", he lived and labored through the age of Anne
and he wrote his world famous book during the reign of the first
Hanoverian. In the world of philosophic thinking it was the "Period
of Enlightenment", in the literary world it was tie "Pamphleteering
Age", it was also the age of coffee-houses and a time when aristo-
cratic ideals were dominant. There is still another strand which
gives the historical fabric of the time a color; it is what is known
as the pietistic movement.
It is the purpose of this chapter to treat briefly each of the
above mentioned characteristics, and the reason for the chapter is
found in the amount of perspective it may give when we come to an
examination of Defoe's views on education.
The logical order of treatment, I take it, would begin with con-
sidering consecutively the times of each sovereign, and then would
take up in the order mentioned above the characteristics of the entire
period. There is, however, after the Revolution scarcely anything in
the several reigns which follow that could be said to have influenced
our author to any great extent. It will be remembered that Defoe was
nearly thirty years old when William came to the throne, and even
had he been of a more impressionable age little occulted from that
time on that would have changed his career materially. For these
reasons the Restoration and the Revolution are the only periods treat-
ed here.
The Restoration was marked by immorality. When Charles II came
to the throne he found th« minds of the English people prepared
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as they have never been prepared, before or since, to tolerate will-
ingly - almost joyfully - every excess and liceng* that he and his
court might care to indulge in. Puritanism had degenerated. The
carnage of the Civil War and the political abuse which followed it,
the canting tones of the hypocrites and the foolish restrictions they
placed upon all forms of recreation had aroused general disgust. Add
to all this the national prejudice in favor of hereditary monarchs
and we have perhaps all the reason that is needed to account for the
immorality of the Restoration.
This immorality consisted, for the most part, in the doing of
things which were diametrically opposed to the teachings of Puritan-
ism, Swearing of the worst sort was to be heard on every hand; virtu-
ous womanhood, in the court especially, was not in fashion, ^he thea-
tres closed by the Puritans were reopened, and playwrights found that
ft
language
nothing would please the audiences but the most obscene/and the most
degraded acting. To hear a supposedly innocent girl speak the coars-
est of words was a thing they relished most. The novels of the time
were as vulgar as the plays. Sir Walter Scott says that his grand
aunt found that she could not read without shame in her old age
novels she had heard read aloud to circles of young people in her
youth.* As might be expected the artists were not to be out done by
the novelists and playwrights.
But all the immodesty fas not to be found in theatres, novels
and pictures. That was merely a reflection, and In many instances,
a dim reflection of what made up the daily life of the courtly
circles. Pepys tells of festivities in which lords and ladies smeared
one anothers faces with candle greese and soot "until", he says,
Lockhart's Life of Scott; pp. 136-137. Leckey's History of
England in the 18th Century, vol. II, p. 155.
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"most of us wero like devils."* "It was the fashion to swear, to
relate scandalous adventures, to get drunk, to prate against the
preachers an^ Scripture , to gamble, The Duke of St. Albans, a
blind man eighty years old, went to the g; mbling-house with an atten-
dant at his side to tell him his cards. Sedley and Buckhurst stripped
nearly naked and ran through the streets after midnight'.''"""''
1 uch more that "een to name would be unlawful" might be re-
iterated here; but perhaps, if the effect of the times upon the great
men of the age is noted enough will have been said about the Restor-
ation.
Taine says, "The greatest general of the age, the Duke of
Marlborough, is one of the basest rogues in history, supported by
his mistresses, a niggard user of the pay which he received from the
state, systematically plundering his soldiers, trafficking in polit-
ical secrets, a traitor to James, to William and to England, ready to
risk his life to avoid changing a pair of wet boots, and to let an
expedition of English soldiers fall into a French ambush. After him
Bolingbroke ,a skeptic, and cynic ,minister in turn to Queen and Pre-
tender, disloyal alike to both, a trafficker in consciences, marri-
ages and promises, who had squandered his talent in debauch and in-
trigue to end in disgrace and scorn. Then Walpole was compelled to
resign after having been prime minister for twenty years and who used
to boast that every man had his price. ***
These ®en were all trained in the Restoration.
The Revolution brought a reaction against these excesses quite
###
Quoted by A. H. Taine, History of English Literature, v. I, p. 471
Taine, A. H. ; History of English Literature v. I., p. 471
" '
'
" v. II p. 47.
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as well as against those of Catholicism. The writings of Addison,
Swift, Steele, Defoe and others contain numerous passages which bear
testimony to this moral revolt, Defoe's tirade against swearing in
his "Essay upon Projects" illustrates the point. In this paragraph
he first shows that other vices have reasons for their existence,
then he says, "But this of all vicious practices, seems the most
nonsensical and ridiculous; there is neither pleasure nor profit,
no design, no lust gratified, but it is a mere frenzy of the tongve,
a vomit of the brain."
It must be remembered, however, that all immorality did not
come to an end with the coming of the Revolution, and that Defoe,
with all his preaching, never became a saint. It should be remem-
bered, also, that Defoe was reared in a dissenter's home and edu-
cated in a dissenters 1 academy, and that the probibilities are the
Restorational influences were brought to bear on him after the
Restoration itself had ceased to be.
The Enlightenment
Accor4ng to Hibben the Enlightenment began with the publica-
tion of Locke's "Essay Concerning Human Understanding", 1660.** Of
course it began very much earlier than that, even earlier than the
appearance of Descartes 's "Meditations on the First Philosophy", 1640,
which Eucken sets as the date of its advent. But whatever the date
of its beginning, it was well under way by the end of the 17th cen- ?
tury, *nd all thought of that time was colored by it.







An Essay upon Projects, p. 37
#-*
Hibben, John Grier, The Philosophy of the Enlightenment, pp. 4-5##
Eucken, Rudolph; The Problem of Human Life, p. 351.
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tic tendencies, and the name , Enlightenment , or as the Germans call
it, "Aufklarung" , has been applied to it because of the frequent re-
ference in the literature of the period to the light of reason, or
the clearing up of ideas. Lecky describes the age as follows :-
"In very few periods has there been so little religious zeal,
or active loyalty, or public spirit. A kindred tone prevaded the
higher branches of intellect. The philosophy of Locke, deriving our
ideas mainly, if not exclusively from external sources, was supreme
among the stronger minds. In literature, in art, in speculation, the
imagination was repressed; strong passions, elevated motives and
sublime aspirations were replaced by critical accuracy of thought
and observation, by measured and fastidious beauty of form, by clear-
ness, symmetry, sobriety and good sense The greatest wit
and the most original genius of the age was also the most intensely
and the most coarsely realistic. The greatest English painter of the
time devoted himself mainly to caricature. The architects could see
nothing but barbarous deformity in the gothic cathedral and their
If
own works had touched the nadir of taste."
Hibben says, "The spirit of the age might find characteristic
expression in some such words as these: 'Let us not concern ourselves
with idle speculation in reference to things which the mind can never
compass and understand From the contemplation, therefore
,
of the world and of God, we must turn our eyes to the more rewarding
study of the inner self. ...... Here, at least, is the light in
which we can see light.* "**
And Pope says, "The proper stud/ of mankind is man."
Lecky, W. E. H. ; A History of England in the 18th Century, vol.
II, p. 86.




In brief then, the Enlightenment was a period marked by a
turning from deductive to inductive explanations, from the spirit-
ualistic to the realistic, from blind following to confidence in
self; and all this when applied to literary efforts produced clear
cut, unembellished literature with the interest centered in man.
The Pamphletee ring Age
There were two modes of communicating thought in Defoe*s day;
one was by news letters, the other was by pamphlets. The news letters
were circulated and carried news only. They sought the same purpose
that the column of neighborhood items of the county and community
papers seeks today. The pamphlet might be compared to the editorial
part of the modern paper. It was different in that it was more ex-
tended than the editorial,- the pamphlet might have any size, from
a page to any number of pages,- and it differed from the news letter
and newspaper in that it was not circulated. It was sold at the news
stands of the city in which it was printed, often in the building
which contained the press that printed it.
As pamphlets were written on all kinds of subjects, and as
there seems to have been no set rules for the construction of such
compositions, a classification of them would be hard to make. This
much can be said of them, however; they were written with the view
of reaching the reading public. This fact alone was enough to de-
velop a popular style, a style that has been characterized by such
adjectives as racy, pungent and virile.
Coffee-houses
If the Pamphleteering Age had not been also an age of coffee-
houses the practice of pamphleteering would surely have been far
less indulged in than it was. The coffee-house was in the beginning
nothing more than a tavern which sold coffee; but the fact that the
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beverage was cheap, coupled with the fact that it was supposed to
have potent medicinal properties soon made the coffee selling taverns
very popular. It was an age of caste, and soon each coffee-house
had its particular class. There were all kinds of coffee-houses when
classified on the basis of their frequenters. Besides the literary
coffee-houses for almost every type of literary aspirant there were
coffee-houses for the established church men and coffee-houses for
the dissenters; coffee-houses for the Whigs and coffee-houses for
the Tories; the aristocrats had their coffee-houses and the poorer
classes had theirs. At every coffee-house the pamphlets which were
of interest to its frequenters were read and discussed as they ap-
peared. The houses, then, were points from which knowledge was dis-
seminated, and for that reason they possessed a vantage thnt the
pamphleteers as well as everybody else appreciated at the time.*
Aristocracy
As has already been stated, this was an age of caste; and es-
pecially was it an age of aristocratic domination. The literary
efforts as well as the history of the time show this. The tendency
is very evident in the educational writings of the seventeenth and
eighteenth centuries. The education of the gentleman was thought
to be the one thing needful, and any number of books were written
to serve as guides to that education while little or nothing was
£ " ~
"~
The author of "Coffee-houses Vindicated" said of them, "Now
whither shall a person weary with hard study or of the labor. ous
turmoils of a tedious day repair to refresh himself? or where can
young men or shop-keeps more irlbcently and advantageously spend an
hour or two in the evening than at a Coffee-house."
Cambridge History of English Literature, vol. VII, p. 44.
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said about the education of the common folk.'
rietism
The last named tendency of the time is what is known as the
Pietistic Movement, This was a movement which started in Germany as
a reaction against rationalism. Methodism later grew out of it, and
in methodism we find emphasize^' that which was fundamental to the
pietist, viz. religion of the heart. Whether Pietism, or its fore-
bodings had reached England before Defoe's death can not be positive-
ly stated here, but it is probable that the English mind was doing
in its slow way what the minds in all parts of Europe were doing,
i.e. revolting against reasoned religion. At any rate there are
indications of the movement in the English literature of the time.
The Effect of the Age upon Defoe
Defoe seems to have been influenced by every tendency and
practice mentioned above. When Lecky seeks a reason for Marlborough's
actions he says, "Historians rarely make sufficient allowance for
the degree in which the judgments and dispositions even of the best
of men are colored by the moral tones of the age, society or profes-
sion in which they live, or of the temptations of men of great gen-
Die Anschauung Shaftesburys war freilich zu hoch und eigenartig
um ganz in dieser Form allgemeiner werden zu konnen, sein Verhaltnis
zum klassischen Alterjim und seine Auffacsung von dessen Bedeutung fur
die geistige Bildung setzte ein asthetisches Verstandnis voraus, w^
es immer nur wenigen beschieden ist; aber die Ansicht dass Wissen tfn
€flu
Schmuck des Llenschen, ins be sonde re auch des Edelmans sei, diese
Ansicht eroberte sich nach uninach immer mehr Boden. Der schon ge-
nannt: Daniel Defoe dessen volk^rsaufklarerische Tendenz wir frtiher
kennen gelernt haben, war nach Geburt, Neigung un Lebensschicksalen
V&fwiegend ein V©rtr©t©P b<trgei*l&eher Interessen; abe^ auch inn hat
die Frage der Erziehung des Gentleman eigehend beschaftfgt, und er hat
seine Gedanken darflber in einer am Ende der dreissiger Jahre verfass-
ten, er :t in der neuesten Zeit verflffenlichten Schrift niedergelegt,
die den Titel: The Compleat English Gentleman tragt "
Heubaum, Alfred ; Geschichte des Deutschen Bildungswesens seit der
Mitte des 17 Jahrhunderts , Erster Band, s. 279.
l6l
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ius and of natural ambition In times when no highly scrupulous man
could possibly succeed in public life,"* I f the immoral times
affected Marlborough, might it not be taken for granted that Defoe
was affected by them? Defoe's inconsistency and mendacity have been
pointed out by many of his biographers ;*"*might we not expect these
attributes in his make up, or, to put it in another way, would he
not seem strangely out of place if he did not possess those attrib-
utes? At any rate Defoe was immoral only in the ways that the age
was immoral, and his works and actions are, therefore, much more
easily understood when viewed in the light of his times.
Defoe was greatly influenced by the spirit of the Enlightenment
His works are marked "by a measured and fastidious beauty of form,
by clearness, symmetry, sobriety and good sense," Even Robinson
Crusoe, as Tain* points out, is, so far as style is concerned, a typ-
ical production of the Enlightenment.
"Even in fiction his (Defoe's) information is as precise as
history. He gives dates, year, month and day; notes the wind, north-
east, south-west, north-west; he writes a log-book, an invoice,
attorney's and shopkeoper's bills, the number of moidores, interest,
speciepayments, payments in kind, of religious houses, partners,
brokers, net totals statistics, the geography and hydrography of
the island, so that the reader is tempted to take the atlas and draw
for himself a little map of the place to enter into all the details
of the history as clearly and fully as the author. It seems as thourh
he had performed all Crusoe's labors, so exactly does he describe
them, like a carpenter, potter, or an old tar. Never was such a sense
of the peal before or since.
The practice of pamphleteering gave to Defoe's style the flu®
ency which perhaps nothing else in that pains taking, reasoning
period could have given it. The mere^fact that pamphlets were writ-
* 147
Lecky, W. E. H. ; A History England in the 18th Century, v. I, p.
ft*
William Minto says, "We can hardly believe a word that he says
about himself without independent confirmation.", and Btflbring in
his introduction to Royal Education commends Minto for the statement.
Taine, H. A., History of English Literature, vol. II, p. 153.
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ten for the general public is reason enough for the popular style
they developed. And as Defoe was one of the most, if not the most
active of pamphleteers, his returns from the practice were equaxed
only by his contributions to it. This need not be dwelt upon here for
almost every paragraph written by him discloses the pamphleteer.
The coffee-house indirectly affected Defoe for it directly, as
we have seen, affected the practice of pamphleteering; but just what
its direct effect was upon him no one knows. It is probable that while
a student at Newington Green, and later while selling hos^ry he fre-
quented a dissenters* coffee-house. Wilson suggests that he did and
says he entered into debates there with other young men. It is true
he was such a politician as a coffee-house might be expected to train,
but however convivial his early habits were, his literary duties be-
fore he had reached his thirtieth year must hare left little time for
anything els©.
The effect of the domination of aristocratic ideals is often
met with in Defoe's works, and much that he says can not be under-
stood unless this characteristic feature of the time is taken into
account. Defoe was not gentleman born, but either because e wanted
to be considered as such, or because he knew that unless what he said
was thought to come from a peer it would have no weight, he often
anonymously set himself up as one of the favored few. He plays the
nobleman when he writes the "Corapleat English Gentleman". He says,
"All this, I say, will let you see that I am far from intending to
lessen or dishonor the Gentleirai I am speaking of: I allow him to be
the Glory of the Creation, the exalted Head of the whole Race, that
demands Honor and Distinction from the rest of the World. I have the
Honor to be ranked by the Direction of Providence, in the same class
and would be so far from lessening the Dignity Heaven has given us,
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that I would add Lustre, if that was por.si.ble, to the constellated
Body, and make them still more lustrious than they are."*
Like Locke Defoe thought the education of the gentry would
JUI
right matters. "It must be example, not penalties must sink the
crime," he says of swearing, and tacitly intimates as much of every-
thing else needing adjustment.
In the Family Instructors and in Religious Courtship Defoe does
not write in his usual manner, and it is in these books especially
that the pietistic note is heard. The heroes and heroines of the
long drawn out dialogues which make up these stories are always an-
gelic characters, and their opponents are always ignorant persons
whose early training in religion has been neglected. The triumph of
right over wrong is sure in every instance. The right is always right
living in the sight of God, and the wrong consists in doing the un-
orthodox thing. If the pietists read these books they must have
found in them much to which they could give their sanction.
If, then, Defoe's writings are immoral at times, are at times
full of dry facts and still retain a popular style, if they have
more for the aristocrat than for anyone else, and if occasionally
his preaching becomes somewhat over religious, it is probably be-
cause he lived at the begining of the 18th century,
Compleat English Gentleman, pp. 20-21
**
" tho 1 that most to be taken care of in the Gentleman's
Calling. For if those of that "Rank are by their Education once set
right they will quickly bring the rest into Order." Locke, "The






"With all his faults he was probably the most liberal and
versatile writer of his age."* But his liberality and versatility are
not to be compared with his energy. According to Lee, Defoe was writ-
ing fortyfour years. His first production appeared in 1687 and his
last in 1731. During that time he was employed in many other ways.
He had several private enterprises, he published several newspapers
some of which came from the press as many as three times a week, he
was under government employ for a while, and he must have spent no
small amount of time in gathering information. Yet in spite of all
other demands made upon his time he wrote between 25,000 and 30,000
octavo pages aside from those written in private correspondence and
***
in newspaper articles. The actual count is 25,287 pages. This can
not be correct, however, as there are several of his publications
lost and no record of tLeir size has been kept.
If the newspaper articles and letters were added to this list
it would be conservative to say that Defoe wrote 50,000 pages in
fortyfour years. And it is hardly fair to say fortyfour years. He had
scarcely begun to write in 1700. But it was not long after that date
until he was among the best known writers of his time. and al-
Trent, W. P. ; Defoe - The Newspaper and the Novel, Cambridge
History of English Literature, vol. IX, p, 17.
Lee, William; Daniel Defoe, His Life etc. vol.1 pp. xxvii-lv.
*-**
*
These pages would likely average octavo in size.
Lee lists only nine productions (pamphlets and books) up to the
year 1700, but in 1704 Mr. W.Colpeper said,"W. C. is not afraid of
havi 1"'- his judgment called in question by affirming, that the world
has not in any age, produced a man beyond Mr. DeFoe for his miraculou
fancy,.... in all his writings." Quoted by Lee; vol. I p. 96.

though his most active period was between the years 1719 and 1729
yet there was scarcely a year after 1700 that he did not turn off
more work than the average writer would turn off in several years.
His onorraous out put has ever been a source of wonder as well to
M
his contemporaries as to his students.
If the greater part of his productions did not exist in fact
all records of them would be doubted and nothing further would need
to be said. But they do exist, the most of them, and there is an
abundance of evidence that those that are lost did exist; also there
are other productions in the world that are claimed by some critics
to be his. How could one man accomplish no much, is the question.
Hales says, "Certainly - later in life he wrote as readily as he
though -1 " ; and Bdlbring says that Defoe used a shorthand when he
M M
flfj
wrote the Compleat English Gentleman. It is most likely that he
always used a shorthand, and that he did write as readily as he
thought.
The Variety
If Defoe was not as versatile as he was prolific, still he was
most certainly versatile. Everything of human interest was of inter-
est to him; and nearly everything that gained his attention gained
his pen, also. Like any other journalist he was guided by the lit-
"His contemporaries, on the contrary, inclined to regard him as
an ignorant scribbler, a political and social outcast, a journalist
whose effrontery was equaled only by his astonishing energy," Trent,
W. P. Camgridge History of English Literature; vol. IX, p. 1.
"His labors from 1719 to 1729 were in extent more like those of
ten ordinary writers." Lee, William; Daniel Defoe, His Life etc. vol.
I, p. 453.
Hales, John W. ; Craiks English Prose Selections, vol VIII, p.
256
Billbring gives examples of Oefoe's shorthand in his Forewords
to the Compleat English Gentleman, p. xvii.
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erary tastes of his readers - especially did he cater to their tastes
in his newspaper articles - but unlike most journalists he was able
to make interesting to all, topics which ordinarily appeal to the
few.*
It would take far too much space to illustrate his versatility
with quotations from his own works - the manner in which it should be
done - but a few random titles that in themselves give clues to the
nature of the books or pamphlets they represent help one to a partial
appreciation of this phase of Defoe's genius. The following titles
were taken from the list given by Leslie Stephens in the Dictionary
of National Biography:*" "Arguments for a Standing Army", 1718; "And
what if the Pretender should come", 1713; Charity still a Christian
Virtue", 1702; Remedy 7/orse than the Disease" (on the Schism Act),
1714; "An Essay upon Projects", 1698; "A Tour through Great Britian",
1724; "An Effectual Scheme for Preventing Street Robberies", 1731,
"The Family Instructor", 1715; "Layman's Sftrmon on the Late Storm",
1704, "Robinson Crusoe", 1719; "A New Voyage Around the World", 1709;
"History of Peter the Great", 1723, etc.
The aim in selecting these titles was to get as wide a varity
of subjects as possible, and also, to find those titles which would
give clues to the nature of their articles; but the fact that after
all Defoe was a man of no great number of dominant interests is not
brought out by the list. He wrote on a great many subjects and seems
to have been able to write on almost any, but still the great ma-
*
A few titles of his newspaper articles will illustrate this
point. "A Plea for Charity Schools", "On Divers Sorts of Winds", "A
Piece of Oriental Bombast", "On Cypher Writing", "On Public Spirit",
etc. These are subjects, I take it, that would not appeal to the
the average Newspaper man even in Defoe's day; yet with his treatment
they come to be of general interest.





jority of his works are in comparatively few fields. Stephen has
recognized this fact and has attempted to classify 161 of the pro-
ductions on this basis, i.e. by grouping the works on certain topics
under general headings which designate those topics.
7/orks Classified under General Topics
The Stephen, classification is as follows: (l), Political
Tracts, (2), Verse, (3), Upon Dissent and Occasional Conformity, (4),
Economical and Social Tracts, (5) Didactic, (6) Narratives ,( real
and fictitious ) and (7), Historical.
It will be seen that there are really only six divisions here.
The "Verse", can and should be distributed among the other groups..
But it must not be forgotten that this classification was submitted
for the purpose of showing that Defoe had a few dominant interests.
There may be danger in contemplating this little scheme, of coming
to the conclusion that Defoe was not so versatile after all. It
should be remembered that these are very general topics, and that in
many instances the versatility of the man is as evident amnng the
articles of a single group as among those of the different groups.
For instance, there is a great deal of difference between the "Fam-
ily Instructor, "and the "Supernatural Philosopher", or between "The
History of Discoveries", and"The Corapleat English Gentleman", or
between "A Layman's Sarmon on the Late Storm", and "An Essay upon
Literature and the Original of Letters", or between any member of one
of these pairs and any member of another pair. Yet these may all
be listed as "Didactic", and it is as such that they are listed in
the Dictionary of National Biography.
Works Classified as to period in which they were written
As was pointed out in the first chapter of this thesis, Defoe's
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life and works have three great divisions: the first beginning with
his earliest productions and ending with the "Shortest Way with
Dissenters"; the second beginning with the issue of the warrant in
1703 and ending soon after the publication of Robinson Crusoe, and
the third consisting of the last decade of his life. These divisions
are made most evident, perhaps, by his works on education. For, as
might be expected, he had little to say on the subject during the
second period, but both the other periods give education its fair
share
.
In the first period only one book of educational interest
appeare, but it is to be remembered that the number of productions
of that period is relatively small, and that the proportion of edu-
cational work to that on other subjects is, therefore, comparatively
large. And when it is remembered, also, that the one book is "An
Essay upon Projects", the educational aspect of the first period
ought to be most gratifying to the educationist
Trent has emphasized the amount of change that came into
Defoe's character and works at the end of the first period (See page
9 ) But if we are to appreciate Pro. Trent's assertions it is neces-
sary that we know something more of Defoe's works and behavior before
and after the change. According to Lee, Defoe was brave enough, after
the Kentish, petition had failed and the petitioners had been locked
up at the order of the House of Commons - he was brave enough to
enter the House on the next day at the head of sixteen gentlemen
("Who if necessary were prepared to carry him off by force") and to
present to the Speaker of the House his famous "Legion's Memorial",
and with it letter which ended as follows:
"Thus ,G -intlemen, you have your Dufey laid before you, which 'tis
hoped you will think of; but if you continue to neglect it, you may
expect to be treated according to the Resentments of an injured
Nation; for Englishmen are no more to be slaves of Parliament, than
to a King.
"Our Name is Legion and we are Many".
This memorial was written and presented in May 1701. In April,
1764Defoe took it upon himself to write again in the naim. of"Legion",
this time to the House of Lords. The very title of the article shows
a change has taken place. "Legion's Humble Address to the Lords" he
called it, and he concluded the address with, "Our Name is Million
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The two "Family Instructors" are ttte only educational books
of the second period, and they came at the very end of it, 1715 and
1716. In these books Defoe writes in the pietistic vein, but they
sound insincere and hypocritical. Everything in them is over drawn.
One feels as he reads that Defoe is trying to atone for some of his
past behavior. It is true Defoe's works contain other products of a
similar nature; "Religious Courtship", for instance, is very like
the Instructors, but it is superior to them. These two books undoubt-
edly belong to the second period; ajid although they may be consider-
ed precursors of the third division their characteristics are those
of the second and the line that divides the second and the third
should, therefore, be placed on beyond them.
The third period is the prominent one when viewed from the
stand point of education. As has already been said, it is a decade
cf fiction, but the fiction is didactic. For sixteen years, it would
seem, Defoe had been smothering convictions and tendencies that were
pronounced in him. This he had done for personal safety and gain.
But it is altogether likely that the bigger man never ceased to
struggle within him, and that the popularity of Robinson Crusoe re-
vealed to its author an opportunity for which he had long sought.
and we are More. And what a difference in the result? " The first
address gained its point, the second failed utterly. The Queen offer-
ed 100 pounds for the apprehension of its author, and fifty for the
publisher. Several pointed at Defoe, but by publishing in the Review
articles that virtually denied having anything to do with the matter
he succeeded in making his escape. Thus it is seen how, in three
years, the courage that sustained him in the presence f the House
which the day before had locked up five men on a similar mission,
had completely left him. (See Lee, William; Daniel Defoe: His
Life etc. vol, I pp. 51 and 88.)





There is no doubt that the twenty three novels which followed
Robinson Crusoe were written for material Gain; Defoe know human
nature well enough to foresee the reception of such works, he made
his appeal to the adventurous spirit, and, therefore, to a very
universal human characteristic. But he undoubtedly wrote for a noblei
purpose. Lee is surely right when he posits that Defoe's aim in writ-
ing "Moll Flanders" , "Colonel Jaque", "The Fortunate Mistress" etc.
was to place examples before those unfortunates whose lives had been
similar to the lives of these characters. Ti.epe seems to be no
reason why the sincerity of Defoe's own words relative to his pur-
pose need be called in question here. In the Preface of "Moll Flan-
ders" he says, "the best use is to be made of the worst story, and
the moral 'tis hoped will keep the reader serious, even where the
story might incline him to be otherwise."* And farther on he says:
"Her application to a sober life and industrious management
at last, in Virginia, with her transported spouse, is a story fruit-
ful of instruction to all the unfortunate creatures who are obliged
to seek their re-establishment abroad, whether by the misery of
transportation or other disaster; letting them know that diligence
and application have their due encouragement, even in the remotest
part of the world, and that no case can be so low, so despicable, or
so empty of prospect, but that an unwearied industry will go a great
way to deliver us from it, will in time raise the meanest creature
to appear again in the world, and give him a new cast for life.
And in speaking of Colonel Jacque's training he says;-
".... though circumstances formed him by necessity to be a
thief, a strange rectitude of principles remained with him, and
made him early abhor the worst part of his trade, and at last wholly
leave it off. If he had come into the world with the advantages of
education, and been well instructed how to improve the generous
v
principles he had in him, what a man might he not have beenl"***
Such expressions as these are to be found in every one of his
Preface "Moll Flanders" vol. I p. xviii
**
•i ii ii '» ii ii „„
#**
" "Colonel Jacque" " " " xx
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novels. His novels, then, are fashioned for the tastes of the great-
est possible number of readers, but they are filled with the teach-
ings of a sympathetic reformer.
But the educational interest of the period is not wholly de-
pendent upon the novels. There are, in the first place, several books
which may be listed as novels and yet do not dep e rve the name; and, in
the second place, the novels are interspersed with productions the
nature and merits of which are sufficient to place Defoe among the
educational writers of his time.
Among those writings which partake of the nature of novels but
are little more than extended sermons, or didactical lectures in a
fictitious matrix, may be named "Serious Reflections during the Life
of Robinson Crusoe", "The Dumb Philosopher", "Religious Courtship",
"The New Family Instructor", etc. These are admittedly written for
the purpose of teaching. They were intended to better the moral con-
ditions then existing in England. But Defoe seems to have felt that
the novel was not wholly adequate to his needs. He had some things
to say that the story form would detract from. These he told In a
straight forward way, enlivening them when expedient with illustrative
stories, but never allowing his point to be obstructed. Of this type
the best known, and perhaps the best written are, "The Compleat
English Tradesman", "Augusta Triumphans", "A Plan of the English
Commerce", "On Royal Education", An Effectual Scheme for the Preven-
tion of Street Robberies", and "The Compleat English Gentleman".
As will readily be seen it would take several hundred pages to
treat properly all that Defoe has said relative to the subject of
education. It i s, there fore , the purpose of the following chapters to
consider somewhat in detail those productions which are known to have




The Compleat English Gentleman
The "Compleat English Gentleman" is Defoe's most extended
work on Education. It was written in 1728, or perhaps as late as the
first months of 1729. The work went to press but was not published at
the time and so existed in manuscript form only, until 1890, when
it was edited by Karl Btflbring, and published by David Nutt of
London. The manuscript consists of 142 small quarto leaves, and is
now in the manuscript collection of the British Museum.* The pub-
lished work contains about 280 octavo pages.
The book was, by no means, the first of its kind; in fact it
was the very last important book on the education of the gentleman.
Even the title was not new. In 1622 Henry Peacham wrote his "Com-
pleat Gentleman", and in it set forth the line of study he thought
a young gentleman ought to pursue. In 1678 J. Gailard wrote a book
very similar in many respects to that of Peacham' s, and he gave it
the same title.
The gentleman's education was most earnestly believed in in
those days; and as Watson has suggested, it offered the one field for
reform.** The conservatism of the folk, or common school course was
enough to resist all movements made in its direction, but the very
fact that the nobleman was free in the matter of selecting or reject-
m
Bfllbring, Karl; Introduction to "The Compleat English Gentle-
man", pp. IX and XI.
**
"Nevertheless, the Grammar Schools, though more progressive
than is ordinarily supposed, were relatively reactionary and conser-
vative compared with educational arrangements for the children of the
nobility. The reason is not far to seek. The grammar schools were k
controlled largely by authority, which, after the manner of authority
sought to econoniee energy by drifting into tradition. The education
of the higher .lasses was as free as the winds." Watson, Foster;
"The Beginnings of the Teaching of Modern Subjects in England*' "p. xxi
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ing his course of study gave opportunity for the reformer to Buggest
the course. One of the results of this condition is seen in the great
number of books on the education of the gentleman, and another is
found In the fact that the liberalizing of the common school course
has usually - perhaps always - come from above. A reform would first
appear in the courses intended for the gentry , and later, usually
much later, it would find its way into the common school's stereo-
typed course.
It is not strange, then, that Defoe who, as Heubaum has pointed
out, was fitted both by birth and training to be a champion of common
school education, should write on the education of the gentry. There
are, of course, several reasons why he did it. In the first place,
perhaps, it was because he wanted to be considered a gentleman. The
gentleman alone could "count" in those days, and he had all and more
than many of the noblemen had. He had a considerable income, a good
education, and, what he considered more, a record of many things ac-
complished. In the second place, he, like Locke and all the rest, be-
lieved that if the education of the gentry was taken care of that of
the remaining population would take care of itself. * But still there
remains the fact that the nobility was the only class willing to
listen to educational reform, so, like others, he must write to thera
whether he would or no.
And there might be still another reason for this book. If
Defoe knew the literature existing at that time on the subject, he
must have been interested. It may be that he did know it, and that he




Locke, "Epistle Dedicatory" in "Some Thoughts Concerning Edu-
Defoe occasionally mentions Locke as Mr. Locke.
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In none of the other works had there been any serious effort made to
convince the gentry of their needs. Defoe sought to do this. He spend:
the greater part of his time in showing up the absurdities and de-
fects, and in making these all the more evident with illustrative
stories. For instance, in the very first chapter he points out the
fact that the oldest son, who, as he thinks, should receive the very
best to be had in an educational way, is often far inferior to his
younger brothers in that respect; and that the reader may fully
appreciate his point he quotes a dialogue which is supposed to have
taken place between an "Elder Brother" and a "Younger". This dialogue
is thirteen pages long. The work differs in other particulars from iti
predecessors, but this characteristic strnds out above all others:
the defects and absurdities are first pointed out and then strength-
ened by stories and examples.
The "Compleat English Gentleman" advocates a very liberal edu-
cation. Defoe was among the first to place an education based upon
the mother-tongue on a par with the classical type. It is well to
note, however, that the attitude Defoe takes toward classical train-
ing had been growing for years, and that his words are only the
culminating expression of a line of thought that may be traced back
to the beginning of the 16th century - and no doubt farther back
than that. At any rate, in 1531 Sir Thomas Elyot wrote "The Gogfernour
and in it outlined a course of study which includes physical educa-
tion, drawing, cosmography and history as well as the indispensable
classics. In this book are to be found, also, some very progressive
views on the teaching of Latin and Greek. From that time on the lib-
* ~ '
'
"I wyll nat contende who amonge them that do write gramr< of
greke
,
( whiche nowe all most be innumerable) is beste: but that I
referro to the discretion of a wyse i^ayster. Alway I wolde aduyse

eralizing tendency is to be seen in every production of the sort,
and when in 1622 henry Peachara wrote his " Compleat Gentleman" the
movement had gone so far that he could advise the study of English.
He says, "Labor first by all meanes to get the habit of a good stile
in speaking and writing, as well English as Latine"; and in another
place he says,"let your stile therefore bee furnished with solid
matter, and compact of the best, choice, and most familiar words;
taking heed of speaking or writing such words, as men shall rather
admire than understand."** But Peacham, although he says, "while you
are intent to forraine Authors and Languages forget not to speak and
***
write your own properly and eloquently", ' 'would not consider a man
a scholar who did not know the classical tongues, and, furthermore,
he would call a man versed in the dead languages a scholar even
though his conversation sounded like "Loy talking to his Pigges""*
By the time Locke was ready to advise his friend Clarke as
how best to rear his boy, he could without qualm^of conscience pre-
scribe much work in English. He says, "To write and speak correctly
hym nat to detayne the childe to longe in that tedious labours,
eyther in greke or latyne grammer.
"Grammer beinge but an introduction to the understanding of
authors, if it is made to longe or exquisite to the lerner, hit in
a maner mortifieth his corage: And by that time he cometh to the
moste swete and pleasant redinge of olde authors, the sparkes of
frequent desire of lernynge is extincte with the bnrdone of grammer,
lyke as a little fyre is sone quenched with a great heape of small
stickes: so that it can never come to the principall logges where
it shold longe bourne in a great lpeasaunt fyre." Elyot, "The
Governour' 1 p. 55.
Elyot advises taking up Esop's Fables at the very beginning,
•
Peacham; "Compleat Gentleman", p. 4
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gives a Grace and gains a favorable attention to what one ha:; to say:
And since 'tis English That an English Gentleman will have constant
use of, that is the Language lie should chiefly cultivate, and where-
in most Care should be taken to polish and perfect his style. To
speak or write better Latin than English may make a man talked of,
but he would find it more to his Purpose to express himself well in
his own Tongue, that he uses every moment, than to have the vain
commendation for a very insignificant quality."* And yet he says,
"Latin I look upon as absolutely necessary to the Gentleman".
This is where Defoe takes the field alone. To him Latin and
Greek were not "absolutely necessary to the Gentleman", and the entire
fifth chapter of the "Compleat English Gentleman" is taken to make
that very point. This chapter consists, principally, of a reported
conversation which supposedly took place between a gentleman and his
learned nephew, and the gist of Defoe's views on English is brought
out in the nephew's answer to his uncle's question, "What will read-
ing do for me that can read nothing but English?"
"Nephew:- 'Reading, Sir, in English,' said he, 'may do all for you
that you want. You may still be a man of reading , and that is a large
part of the sense of the word, a man of learning ; nay, it is the
more gentlemanly part: you may in a word be a gentleman of learn-
in^'"**
_ . . . . ,
Locke; Some Thoughts Concerning Education p. 165.
##
This was not the first time Defoe expressed himself in favor of
English training. In his Essay upon Projects he proposed the organ-
ization of a society similar to the then existing Academy of Paris.
The purpose of this society, or academy, would be, he says, "to en-
courage polite learning, to polish and refine the English tongue, and
advance the so much neglected faculty of correct language, to estab-
lish/purity and propriety of style, and to purge it frjta all the ir-
regular addition that ignorance and affectation have introduced."
L:ssay upon Projects, p. 140.




Defoe's work differs from its predecessors in several other
particulars , also ; but perhaps the most striking difference is to be
found in the plan. All the other writers had used a matter of fact
plan. Their books were made little more than courses of study with
argumentative reinforcement. The"Compleat English Gentleman" sug-
gests a course of study, to be sure, but that is a very minor part
of the work. Defoe seems to have worked on the hypothesis that the
gentry were not aware of their own ignorance.* He, therefore, set
about to enlighten them, and then to lay down some simple rules by
which the lost treasure could be in part regained.
The plan as Defoe states it in his 11 Introduce ion" was never
fully carried out. He says that the book is to treat of the "Two
sorts or classes of men who I am to be understood to speak of under
the denomination of Gentlemen.
1. The born Gentleman
training for clergymen*^
" ! Tis evident, the great imperfection of our academies is want
of conversation If a man pores upon his book, and despises
the advantages of conversation he always comes out a pedant, a mere
scholar, rough and unfit for anything out of the walls of his college.
Conversation with gentlemen in discourse, acquaints 'em with men, and
words; lets them into the polite part of language, gives them style,
accent, delicacy and taste in expression; and when they come to ap-
pear in English they preach as they discourse, easy, free, plain,
unaffected, and unta: ited force, stiffness, formality, affected hard
words, and all the ridiculous parts of a learned pedant, which being
interpreted a school fop; while on the other hand, from some of our
schools we have abundance of men that come away masters of science,
critics in Greek and Hebrew, perfect in languages and perfectly ig-
norant (if that term may be allowed) of their mother-tongue, especial-
ly as to the beauties of stylo, cadence, and politeness of language."
Present State of Parties pp. 316-317.
*
"It is indeed one of the hardest things in the world to con-
vince any man that he is ignorant; like the sin of ingratitude 'tis
what no body cares to confess
"If fools could their own ignorance disern
They'd be no longer fools, because they'd learn."
Compleat English Gentleman p. 41.
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2. The bred Gentleman'.'
The book, then, was to have at least two parts - perhaps three, for
he says, "Tho compleat Gentleman will take them in both." As it is
a part is given to the born gentleman, (in the printed work it con-
tains 245 pages) and a beginning is made on the second part, the
bred gentleman, ( only 25 pages). And it is very probable that there
was to have been a third part in which the combination of the bred
and born gentleman would have appeared in the person of some prince,
perhaps.* The first part contains six chapters; the second breaks
off in the midst of its first chapter.
The headings Defoe has given his chapters do not tell much
about the chapters themselves; but this is owing to the fact that the
greater part of each chapter is made up of digressions. For example,
the heading of the first chapter reads, "Of the Born Gentleman, in
the Common, or Modern, or Present Acceptation of the Word, and as the
Gentry among us are pleat ! d to Understand it." And the chapter be-
gins with what the heading purports. Tlfre is a historic treatment of
the word, then the modern acceptation of it in the different nations
of Europe. Of course the English use is considered at some length,
and this leads to digressions which make up the the remainder of the
chapter. The ridiculous sacrifices of some of the gentry because of
their class, the tinsel show of others are points dwelt upon, and
the chapter closes, as stated above, with a conversation between an
eldest son and a younger. Now the purpose of this conversation is to
be tween
show the vast amount of difference/ the uneducated, rich young men
The unfinished work on"Royall Education", the manuscript of
which was found with that of the "Compleat English Gentleman", would
seem to bear out this supposition.
*?{•




and their educated, landless brothers. The conversation is natural
enough; the landed peer is not a fool, he has plenty of natural wit,
but he is narrow. The difference between the two is very apparent
and the device for showing it succeeds admirably, but it is all a
digression and has nothing to do with the "modern acceptation of the
Word".
Before leaving the plan it should be mentioned that Defoe fre-
quently resorts to the device of conversation in this book. Whenever
he feels that a situation lacks in reality two men begin to talk
about it, and it at once becomes a matter of every day life. There
are seven chapters in the book, (counting the last unfinished chap-
at
ter) and all but two contain actual or reported conversations.
A "Compleat " Gentleman
Although the "Compleat English Gentleman" was not finished, it
probably contains all that Defoe cared to say on the subject. He did
not adhere very closely to the plan outlined in his " Introduccion"
.
Part I. treats the born gentleman, to be sure, but what his equip-
ment ought to be, what he is without such equipment, and what one
who has not the pedigree is if he is so equipted is all made perfect-
ly clear in Part I. Thus all he had planned to say - at least all
that it was necessary for him to say to put before the gentry his
In chapter I an "Elder Brother" and a "younger" discuss a
gentleraan*s need or education. In chapter III the ignorance of an
uneducated gentleman manifests itself in the furnishing of his house.
A conversation with a learned friend points out the defects, and ,by
the way, leads the poor gentleman into even worse errors, for he at-
tempts to follow his friend's suggestions but in his ignorance he
fails miserably. Chapter IV. contains a reported conversation which
the author had with an uneducated gentleman who had discovered his
lack of intellectual training. Chapter V. contains another reported
but "the reporter in this instance is a self educated nobleman who
tells how his learnea nephew pointed out to him the way of learning.
Chapter I Part II contains a real and a part of a reported conver-
sation]!^ t both are inferior to those of Part I.
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ideal of the "compleat Gentleman" , and to £ive the method by which
the ideal rai^ht be attained, is contained In the book as it is.
There is but ono sort of being in the world that can become a "cjm-
pleat gentleman"; that is he who boasts an ancient lineage. But he
must be well bred as well as well born. If he is not well bred he is
incomplete, and is, therefore, no better off - Defoe intimates that
he is even less complete than the man whose "grandfather was the Lord
knows who", but who is in easy circumstances and at the same time
possesses a liberal education.
But before it is possible to appreciate fully what Defoe meant
by a "compleat" gentleman it is necessary to know something of the
incompleteness, how incomplete some of the gentlemen were, and why
they were so.
From different passages in the book may be gleaned a better
description than can be found anywhere else, perhaps, of the actual
conditions existing among the gentry at that time. Defoe's way, it
will be remembered, is to point out defects, and this he did unspar-
ingly. And it is not likely that he over drew matters any, for he
was writing for the benefit of those who knew conditions as well as
he did, and there is evidence that he was aware of the fact. He says
"Either the thing is true or it is not. If it is not, I should in-
deed be greatly injurious, and should merit the resentment not of the
noblemen onely, but of all mankind, as having raised a reproach upon
my native country, and misrepresented the highest rank of the best
men in it, wrote a satyr upon virtue and made a complaint without
a crime. "*
The one thing that could k ep the born gentleman from being
Compleat English Gentleman p. 88.
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complete would be the lack of proper training. According to Defoe
this lack was no uncommon thing;" and he attributes its prevalence
to the absurd belief that if the boy was to inherit lands he needed
nothing more. "As to books and reading", he says they say, "'tis a
good dull poring work for parsons and pedants. They don't see that
all the learning in the world makes men better, but they generally
learn more knavery than honesty, All issues in the art to get
! money: and what has a gentleman to do with all this? Heaven has
given him money and he has enough; 'tis below him to get money, his
business is to spend it .
But besides this belief which was enough to blight the hope
of many becoming complete gentlemen, the peer's training was general-
ly bad from the first. To begin with he was wet nursed instead of
being allowed to feed on the wholesome milk of his mother. In Defoe's
estimation this was bad not merely because the child's earliest
associations were with a very inferior being, but because his very
life's blood would be contaminated by hers. 11 .her son (the
lady's) shall drink in the passions, the temper, nay indeed the very
soul of the woman he sucks in, not to speak of her bodily infermities
which after all inquiry and search may be lurking in her blood.
*
In the conversation between the Elder and the Younger brother
the Elder asks how many eldest sons are in the universities, and the
younger answers, "Not a great many compared to the number: of the
thirty thousand families, of noblemen and gentlemen of estate which
may be reconed up in this kingdom, I venture to say there is not 200
of their eldest sons at a time to be found in both our Universitys.
At the same time you will find ten times that number of their young-
est sons." Compleat English Gentleman, p. 55.
Compleat English Gentleman, p. 65
ti ti it it 17-4
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Farther on he says , "But If they (the young ladies) will be sure to
marry a gentleman they ought to inquire where he was nurst, and
whose milk he suck't; for suppose his father was a gentleman, if he
suck't a sow he will be of the hog kind as certainly as if he was
one of the litter."*
Defoe undoubtedly thought this was a serious matter. He giver,
fifteen pages to it and makes his appeal both to the reason and to
the aesthetic tastes of his readers, and no doubt such argument might
have been as convincing to the lady mothers of the 18th century as
was that of Jean Jaques Rouseau published some thirty years later;
but to the mothers and teachers of the 20th century with their kno\ 1-
edge of science the few sentences relating to tutors would seem to
strike much nearer the roots of the evil.
Defoe calls the tutors those muthers of a child's moralls
and among nine premises he makes - several of which unfortunately are
never put to any further use - are these two:-
"7. That taking tutors to teach young gentlemen is not onely
the ruin of their heads hut of their moralls also; and that as tutors
are generally managed or rather manage themselves, they are rather
playfellows to the children than instructors.
"8. That tutors as the youth grow up, rather prompt their
pleasures than their learning, and that they must do so or lose their
places.
Defoe never returns to these two premises. Digressing as he
does whenever a new thought occurs to him, he is often led to neglect
Compleat English Gentleman, p. 79
II II II II rj-y^
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much that might have proved of more worth than that which he gave in
its stend.
Now, gentlemen who have such early training - or as Defoe would
say, who lack early training - are incomplete. Th^re are many, many
such, some of whom might, on discovering their incompleteness, care
to become "compleat", and Defoe points out to them the way. In this
particular the "Compleat English Gentleman" is unique. All other
writers had planned courses for young men entering upon college ca-
reers, or for the child to pursue from the first. Defoe's course is
intended for home study; it is for the mature man. For this reason
it necessarily leaves the traditional track. English would most like-
ly be the only language known - i.e. sufficiently known by the incom-
plete gentleman, therefore the work is to be done in English,
The whole course is outlined in Chapter V in the reported con-
versation between the incomplete gentleman and his learned nephew.
It must be remembered that the nephew is a "truly compleat young
gentleman", and that "'He speaks five or six languages, particularly,1
said he, 'he talks Latin and French as if they were his native
tongues.'" For these reasons what he says is authoratative
.
One of the first questions the uncle asks is, "Is there no
learning in the world, cousin, but Greek and Latin?" The nephew
assures him that there is, that "*Tis true, the tongues were useful
helps but that there were several things very useful for the know-
ledge of a gentleman that allways, or at least generally were taught





" for according to your notion, then, I may lenrn all
these things still, tho' I don't go to school again like a boy".
Compleat English Gentleman, p. 198
Compleat English Gentleman, p. 191
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in English, and that some of the great masters of them in their
time had not so much as understood Latin or Greek. '"^ These studies
as he states in various places, are science - astronomy and geography
mathematics, philosophy, history and English itself.
"The first and most valuable is the use of globes, or to speak
more properly, the study of geography."* This is something of a
surprise. One would naturally thin, English would be "first and most
valuable" in a course based upon English; but it is likely that none
of the subjects named would have been held very inferior to any of
the others by Defoe himself. He liked Geography, and at two different
times declared that he had "the situation of the world at his fin-
gers' ends",*** so pride might have prompted him to give the sub-
ject first place. At any rate there were other important subjects,
and the uncle who was determined to become "compleat", shut himself
up with them and with his tutor four hours each day for "four years
and half", and in that time he became "a mathematician, a geographer,
an astronomer, a philosopher, and in a word, a compleat scholar:
and all this without the least help of Greek and Latin."'"""'3'"*
With that statement the book is finished so far as its con-
tributions to education are concerned. A complete scholar makes a
complete gentleman when the material from which the scholar is made
comes from a stalk many generations old. The "Compleat English
Gentleman adds little to what had been posited at various times by
_
_. —
Compleat English Gentleman, p. 196
n h » it ]_97
" " " " 200, also in Applebee's Journal
for Oct. 30. he says, "In Geography and History he (Meaning Defoe)
had all the World at his fingers' ends, (see page 4)
Compleat English Gentleman, p. 207.
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Defoe. He had always championed English training, and had always
argued that such training was sufficient for all. This book, how-
ever, brings together in a way - in a very readable way, too, many
of the thoughts which may be found scattered throughout his entire
works. It is, therefore, a very convenient source to draw from, and




Defoe' s Educational Projects.
Introductory
On two occasions separated by thirty years of of active life,
Defoe published a volume of projects, and in both of these pub-
lications genuine contributions to education were made. The first of
the two was "An Essay upon Projects". It was published in 1698 and
was the first of his works to bring him notoriety. The second was,
"Augusta Triumphans", published in 1728 and, therefore, among the
very last of his publications.
*he two productions are very similar in regard to their nature
and purpose. They differ in size more than in anything else. "An
Essay upon Projects" contains 336 octavo pages, and "Augusta Tri-
umphans", a thick pamphlet, contains 65 pages, also octavo. But
"An Essay upon Projects"is in reality several essays upon several
diverse projects, and in its limited way "Augusta Triumphans" is
nothing more than that. The purpose of both books, too, was to put
before his countrymen plans by which much needed reforms might be
affected. Whatever Defoe's purpose might have been on other occa-
sions at these two times his purpose was noble; and if it is the
mark of a genius that his schemes finally become realities, whether,!
in the form he proposes. or not, Defoe would be classed among the
geniuses of the world if he had written nothing more than his pro-
jects.
"A?, ^ssay upon Projects "
"An Essay upon Projects was the first of Defoe's works large
enough to be called a volume. There are twelve chapter s ,or better,
See Preface for the influence of Defoe's work.
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parts, to the book aside from an introduction on Projects and Pro-
jectors. Each of the parts is complete in itself, and unlike the
"Compleat English Gentleman" there is scarcely any digression, so
the division headings give a fair indication of the nature of the
divisions. The headings are as follows :-
1. Of the Multiplicity of Banks
2. Of Highways
3. Of Assurances
4. Of Friendly Societies





10. Of a Court Merchant
11. Of Seamen
12. The Conclusion
The projects on academies are the only ones tha' concern us in
this thesis, but it should be noted that the other projects were
just as original and Equally important. The one on "Assurances" for
instance, proposes plans for the insurance against shipwreck, fires,
titles of lands etc., practices common enough today, but for the
most part unheard of at that time. The one "Of Friendly Societies"
proposes the mutual insurance companies of today. The one "Of Fools"
deals with an asylum for idiots. Defoe's reason for submitting the
last named project shows his interest in mankind as well as his
grasp of an economic situation. He says, "Fools are a particular
rent charge on the great family of mankind", and he thinks that
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some means"of supplementing Heaven" ou^ht to be instituted. How
important his suggestions were in these as well as the other essays
of the book may be gathered from the fact that nearly everything he
proposed has come to pass either in the manner in which he outlined
it or in some other form.
Augusta Triumphans
The title page of Augusta Triumphans reads, "Augusta Tri-
umphans, or the Way to make London the most Prosperous City in the
Universe, I. By establishing an University where Gentlemen may have
Academical Education under the Eye of their Friends, II. To Prevent
much murder etc. by an Hospital for Foundlings, III. Suppressing
pretended Mad-Houses, where many of the fair Sex are unjustly cor-
fined while their Husbands keep Mistresses &c and many Widows are
locked up for the sake of their Jointure, IV. To save the Youth
from Destruction by clearing the Streets of impudent Strumpets, su-
pressing Gaming-Tables and Sunda^r Debauches, V. To avoid the ex-
pensive Importation of Foreign Musicians by forming an Academy of
our Own, VI To save our lower class of People from utter Ruin and
render them useful by preventing the immoderate use of Geneva: with
a frank explosion of many other common Abuses, Concluding with an
effectual Method to prevent Street Robberies, and a Letter to Col.
Robinson on account of the Orphans Tax, By Andrew Morton"etc.
* >
In a letter to his friend Dalby Thomas, shortly after the
publication of "An Essay upon Projacts", Defoe says, "What is said
of friendly societies I think no one will dispute with me, since we
have met with so much success already in the practice of it; I
mean the Friendly Society for Widows, of which you have been pleas-
fed to be a governor"; and again "The proposal of a Pension Office
you will soon see offered to the public as an attempt for relief
of the poor, which if it meets with encouragement, will every way,
answer all the great things I have said of it." Wilson's Life of
Daniel DeFoe; vol. I p. 260.
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From this title page fairly accurate conclusions as to what
the contents of the pamphlet are may be drawn, and at the same time
a curiosity to know the contents is ai oused. This bespeaks the
genius of a most successful pamphleteer, for the title page sold
the pamphlet. But however interesting the other divisions may be
only the two, the 1st and the 5th contribute anything in an educa-
tional way, and are, therefore, alone relevant to this thesis,
Defoe ' s University
Defoe's plan for the University of London was probably never
adopted anywhere. It is not likely either that what he said had
anything to do with the founding of the London University a hun-
dred years later.*""" Still his is an ingenious plan, and worthy of
some consideration. His reason for submitting it is as follows :-
"But of all my reflections, none was more certainly my com-
panion than a deep sorrow for the present decay of learning amoung
us, and the manifest corruption of education; we have been a brave
and learned people, and are insensibly dwindling into an effeminate,
superfecial race. Our young gentlemen are sent to the universities,
it is true, but not under restraint or correction as formerly; not
to study, but to drink; not for furniture for the head, but a
feather in the cap, merely to say they have been at Oxford or Cam-
bridge, as if, the air of those places inspired knowledge without
application. B***
Defoe planned to have his university housed by hiring halls
at convenient points throughout the city of London; "for example
The reason Defoe gives for writing this pamphlet is surely not
a selfish one, and would seen to strengthen the opinion that his
moral standards were high at this time in life. "I have", he says,
"but a short time to live, nor would I waste my remaining thread of
life in vain, but having often lamented sundry public abuses, and
many schemes having occurred to my fancy, which carried an air of
benefit, I was resolved to commit them to paper before my departure,
anc. leave, at least, a testimony of my good will to my fellow-
creatures." Augusta Triumphans, pp. 3-4.
"A century after he had urged it in his pamphlet, there rose
up the London University." Lee, Wm. Daniel Defoe, etc. vol. I, p 434
ft**
Augusta Triumphans, p. 4.
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one at Westminster, one at St. James', one near Ormond-Streot , that
part of the town abounding in gentry; one in the centre of the Inns
of Court, another near the Royal Exchange, and more if occasion and
encouragement permit." These were to be halls merely, according to
his first plan; but under the heading of "Omissions" near the end
of the pamphlet he says:-
"In my scheme for an University Of London, I proposed only a
hall or a public room; on recollection I find it should be a large
house or inn in the nature of a college, with/a store of convenient
rooms for gentlemen, not only to study separately but wherein to
lodge their books, "'or it.,,would be most inconvenient to lug them
backwards and forwards . " ,r "
The location of the colleges is also given further consid-
eration.
"Upon second thought, I think colleges for university educa-
tion might be formed at Westminster, Eton, the Charter-house, St.
Paul's, Merchant Tailor's and other public schools, where youth
might begin and end their studies; but this may be further con-
sidered of. "***
Defoe's university was intended for London alone. There is
no indication that he wished to see a rival of Oxford and Cambridge
established. His purpose was merely to give the young men of London
a chance to go to college without having to leave home. "But I see
no necessity that the pupils have to lie or diet there; that may be
done more reasonably and conveniently at home under the eye of their
friends; their only necessary business at college being to attend
their tutors at stated hours; an, bed and board excepted, to con-
form to college laws, and perform the same exercises as if they
#
Augusta Triumphans, p. 6.
" 41-42
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wore actually at Oxford or Cambridge."* Defoe seems to have meant
that there was to be no difference in the different colleges, ex-
cept in location; and although he does not say so, he intimates that
whatever was Lo be had at either Oxford or Cambridge might be had
at any one of these different points.
As the best tutors were to be provided, and professors in all
faculties encouraged," it is not difficult to see that though
Defoe would have "small expense", his design carried out to the ex-
tent he desired it would have been very expensive, for it meant a
com plete university at each college. Defoe's conception of a uni-
versity was likely at fault. He knew little or nothing of universi-
ties from direct experience, for, it will be remembered, he boasted
no other scholastic training than that received at Morton's Academy.
It is probable , then, that he thought of his universitjr as a number
of well directed academies, rather than anything like a university
in the modern sense.
De foe ' s Academies
When Defoe talked of academies he was not so far afield as
when planning a university. He knew the school type of academy from
Defoe thinks that it would be well for the young men to dine
at or near the college they attend, "for fear they should stay too
long at home or be hindered from returning to study in due time.
Some proper place or person might be pitched upon to keep an ordi-
nary at a prefixed price and hour, and for students only.
"My reasons are these:
-
"First, A young gentleman may live too far from college.
"Second, The college hours for dinner may not agree with those
of the family.
"Third, Company might drop in and detain him." Augusta Tri-
uraphans, pp. 41-42.
#*




actual experience; and his interest in all mutual improvement soci-
eties was enough to make him a promoter of the learned society type.
He formulated plans for each of the two kinds; and although it is
possible to show that these plans were not wholly original,'* it is
also possible to show that they boro his stamp, and because of the
definite forms he gave them they were recognized as usable.
T. An English Academy
Defoe's first recommendation is for an academy whose purpose
would be to study and improve the English tongue. He sees no reason
why England could not have, as well as Paris, an academy of this
sort. The language, he thinks,. is the greatest in the world. "It
ia a great pity", he says, "that a subject so noble should not have
a noble to attempt it." He therefore recommends that the king be its
chief promoter, for in this as well as in war the king would then
be able to darken the French King's glory.
This is the only academy which Defoe leaves without a detailed
description, and as usual he gives a reason for the omission. He
says, "And because I am speaking of a work which seems to be proper
•
The dissenters' academies undoubtedly furnished Defoe with the
foundations for the Military and Woman's academies; and it is likely
that he knew the work of such academical societies as the Crusea,
The Bohemian Brothers and Y;aldenseans . The Crusea was established in
Florence in 1582. It aimed "to purify the mother tongue, or as the
name indicates, to separate the flour from the bran." The Bohemian
Brothers, and The Waldenseans laid great emphasis on the mother-
tongue. Conradi, Edward; Learned Societies and Academies in Early
Times; Pedagogical Seminary, vol. 12, 1905, pp. 400 and 406.
•3**-
See reference to Franklin and Brown, Preface.
***
For who ever did in French authors see
The comprehensive English energy;
The weighty bulion of one sterling line
Drawn to French wire would through whole pages rhine.
Roscommon's poem, quoted, Essay upon Projects^ p. 35.
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only for the hand of the King himself, I shall not presume to carry
this chapter to the model as I have done in other subjects."* Yet
he is perfectly clear as to what the purpose and make up of the
society should be, and so little is left for the King's hand except
t e organization of the society.
Ti ;e Purpose of the Socie ty
"The work of this society should be to encourage polite learn-
ing, to polish and refine the English tongue, and to advance the so
much neglected faculty of correct language, to establish purity and
propriety of style, and to purge it from all irrggalar additions
that ignorance and affectation have introduced."
The academy should have the authority to censor all literary
productions, and, "no author should have the imprudence to coin
without their authority . *****
But the essential purpose of the society would be to set an
example. The then so universal practice of swearing, Defoe shows to
have been dependent upon example. The higher circles of society
imitated the court, and the common folk imitated the the higher
circles. Had the court condemned profanity there would have been
none. This would be one of the special purposes of the academy: to
, , ****
condemn swearing.
The society was to have still another mission. It was to pass
on the plays that were being produced, and would surely silence one
of the two factions of playwrights.
The Membership
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from the nobility, twelve private gentlemen and "a class of twelve
to be left open for more merit.""*
The only persons barred by Defoe from membership in the acad-
emy are clergymen, physicians and lawyers. The language of men of
these professions is much to rough and too affected to be exemplary,
and the members of this academy should, of course, use exemplary
language
.
II. A Royal Academy for Military Exerc ises .
The military academy is next in order, as Defoe has given the
order, and as no other arrangement seems to serve any purpose it had
as well be considered next.
The plan
First of all the academy is to be housed in a building similar
in structure to Chelsea College, only it must be as much as four
times larger. In this building there are to be four distinct organ-
izations called colleges which together will make up the academy.
They are:-
lst. "A college for breeding up artists in useful practices of
all military exercises . Whence His Majesty would at all
times be furnished with able engineers, gunners, fire-masters, bom-
barders, miners and the like."***
2d. A college for voluntary students, but similar to the first.
3d. A college for temporary study where the gentlemen may be




An essay upon Projects, p. 36
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" The building must be large, and should be rather stately and




" An Essay upon Projects, p. 39.
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4th. A college "Vfliere all persons whatsoever for a small
allowance shall be taught." This he says is to be a college "of
schools only", whatever that may r.ean.
As "the first college should remain the governing part", its
plan is an extended one, but it is perfectly clear throughout.
"The first college consists of one general, five colonels, and
twenty captains, being such as graduate by preferment, at first
named by the founder; and after the first settlement to be chosen










Governors... 100 allowed 10
Directors... 200 " 5
Exempts .... 200 " 5
Proficients. 560
Junors 1000
"The general to be named by the founder out of the colonels;
the colonels to be named by the general, out of the captains; the
captains out of the governors; the governors from the directors; the
directors frm the exempts, and so on.
"The juniors to be divided into ten schools every school
has,
100 juniors in ten classes,
Every class has two directors.
100 classes of juniors is 1,000
Each class has two directors 200
1,200
"The proficients to be divided in to five schools. Every
school to have inn classes of ten each. Every class two governors.
50 classes of proficient is 500
each class two governors 100
600
"The exempts to be supernumerary, having a small allowance to
be maintained in the college till preferment offer. "**
The plan for the second college follows closely that of the
first except that its membership is to be voluntary, and to be made
An Essay upon Projects, p. 40.
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up of proficients from tho first, and students from other schools.
This is another place where Defoe is not altogether clear. Why he
expected the proficients of the first to enter this college he does
not say. The plan is as follows :-
"The second college to consist of voluntary students, to be
taken after a certain degree of learning from among the proficients
of the first, or from other schools, after such and such limitation
or degree of learning; who study at their own charge, being allowed
certain privileges as-
"Chambcrs rent free on condition of residence.
"Commons gratis for certain fixed terms.
"Preferment, on condition of a terra of years' residence
"Use of libraries, instruments and lectures of the college.





50 college majors 50
20C0 proficients 10
4;
500 voluntary students without allowance."
The plans for the third and fourth colleges are not very fully
given. The third is intended for gentlemen who care to know some-
thing of military. One year of schooling is to be given at state
expense. This college should have 1000 students and not less than
100 teachers. The teachers are to come, one half from the exempts of
the first college, and onehalf from the proficients of the second.
These teachers must each teach one year, and not more than two,and
each shall receive twenty pounds per annum extraordinary allowance.
The college shall be supervised by five majors from the
second college, five for one month and five for the next, and so on.
Constant residence shall be required of these students, and they
shall be reouired, also, to perform all college exercises, as ap-
pointed by the masters. They must submit to the orders of the house.
An Essay upon Projects, p. 40
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The fourth college being of schools will consist of as many
as sna-i-i oner t-nemseives , ana ine Lsacners win De supplied irora
t<ne otner scnoois, vrrom Lne otner colleges is niteiy meariL nere.;.
The Course of Study
As might be expected the course of study for this academy is
very practical. Only those subjects which have a direct bearing on




Astronomy : Gurie ry
History : Fortification
Navigation : Encamping




Mining ; : Architecture
Fireworking : Surveying #*
To these indood studies may be added the outdood exerci SQSj
(1) Swimming, (2) handling of firearms, (3) marching and counter-
marching in form, (4) fencing and the long staff, (5) riding, or
horsemanship, and (6) running, leapir*g an wrestling.***
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"The ground must be large enough to carry on rar.nouverc as they
are." And another practical suggestion is that the boys be ltd to
practice shooting; he recommends that shooting matches be had.
And this is all of the plan for "A Royal Academy for Military
Exercises"; but it would hardly be fair to Defoe if to this were not
added as he adds it, the cost of starting and maintaing the institu-
tion. The influence of the Enlightenment is evident here.
"The proposal being of so large an extent, must have a pro-
portionable settlement for its maintenance; and the benefit being
to the whole kingdom, the charge will naturally fall upon the pub-
lic, and can not well be less, considering the number of persons




5 colonels at 100 pounds per arm; each 500
20 captains at 60 " " ,1 T* 1200
100 governors at 10 " " " " 1000
200 directors at 5 " 11 " " 1000
200 exempts at 5 " " " M 1000
"200 heads for subsistence at 20 pounds per head per ann. en-
cluding provision and all the officers salaries in the house, as
buttlers, cooks, purveyors, nurses, maids, laundresses, stewards,
clerks, servants, chaplains, porters, and attendants which are num-
erous 40,000.
Second College
A governor 200 pounds
A president 100 "
50 college majors at 50 pounds per ann. each. 2500 "
200 Proficients at 10 " " " 11 . 2000 "
Commons for 500 students during time of ex-
ercise at 5 pounds per ann. each 2500 "
200 proficients* subsisttance reconing as
above 4000 "
Third College
"The gentlemen here are maintained as gentlemen, and are to
have good tables, who shall, therefore, have an allowance at the
rate of 25 pounds per head, all officers to to be maintained out of
An Essay upon Projects . p. 41.
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it which is 25,000 pounds
100 teachers salaries and subsists ice ditto ... 4,500 "
50 college majors at 10 pounds per ann. is . . . 50 "
Annual charge.
. .
. 86 ,300" pounds*
The building to cost 50,000 "
Furniture, beds, tables, chairs, linen etc 10,000 "
Books, instruments and utinsels for experiments 2,000 "
So the immediate charge will be
. .62,000 pounds
The anual charge 86,300 pounds
To which add the charge of exercises and ex-
periments 5,700
Total cost 90,000 pounds
"The king's magazines to furnish them with 500 barrels of
gunpowder per annum for public uses of exercises and experiments."
Although this is the completest scheme for an academy Defoe
ever worked out, it is not without faults, especially in composi-
tion. There are several places in which it is difficult to tell just
what he wanted to say. But the greater part of it is as clear as
words and figures can make it; and we can readily see why the pro-
ject "found a far-away realzation in the establishment of such an
institution at West Point*** It was clear cut and practical
enough to appeal to the practical American.
III. An Academy for Women
As Defoe himself says, "this chapter is but an essay at the
thing." In it he attemptL to plan neither the school nor the course;
and nothing whatever is said about the size or the cost of the
institution. Yet this is considered one of Defoe's most original
productions, and might well be, as it has been, selected as an ex-
The 86,300 pounds is, as he says, "the annual charge" of the
whole academy, and not, as it appears, the cost of maintaining the
third college.
The initial cost would be 62,000 pounds, and to this would be
added the yearly running expense of 90,000 pounds.




Only a few par; graphs deal with the Academy proper; the rest
of the chapter - more than half of it - is argument for female edu-
cation. At the very beginning he says, "I have often thought of it
as one of the most barbarous customs in the world, considering us
as a civilized and Christian country that we deny the advantages of
learning to women."
To what extent these advantages had been denied Lord Macaulay
shows ir. the famous third chapter of his History. He says, "But
during the latter part of the 17th century the culture of the female
mind seems to have been almost entirely neglected. If a damsel had
the least smattering of literature she was regarded as a prodigy.
Ladies highly born, highly bred, and naturally quick witted were un-
able to write a line in their mother tongue without solecisms and
faults of spelling such as a charity girl would now be ashamed to
commit.
Defoe could not live in the midst of such conditions and not
attempt to better them. The course he took to accomplish this end
was very similar to the one he pursued later when the Erfiish Gentle-
man was his subject; i.e. he tried to convince his readers that
women should be educated, and at the same time he showed how it
might be done. As the academy was the dissenters' school, and as it
was the one school that Defoe knew thoroughly, it was natural enough
j
that he proposed an academy.
This is one of three selections taken from Defoe's works by
John W. Hales for Craik's English Prose Selections.
Essay upon Projects, p. 42.
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All the plan that is given has to do with the location and
shape of the building, "The house", says Defoe, "I would have built
in a form by itself as well as in a place by itself."
"Tie building should be of three plain fronts without any
jettings or bearing-work, that the eye at a glance might see from
one coin to the other; the gardens walled in thq same triangular
figure, with a large moat and but one entrance. *
"When this part of the situation was contrived as well as
might be for discovery, and to render intriguing dangerous, I would
have no guards, no eyes, no spies set over the ladies, but shall
expect,, them to be tried by principles of honour and strict vir-
tue."*
The Academy 's Rules
Four paragraphs state the rules of the academy. They are as
follows:
-
"1. All the ladies who enter into the house should set their
hands to the orders of the house, to signify their consent to sub-
mit to them.
"2. As no woman should be received but who declared herself
willing, and that it was the act of her choice to enter herself, so
no person should be confined to continue there a moment longer than
the same voluntary choice inclined her.
"3. The charges of the house being to be paid by the ladies,
every one that entered should have only this incumbe ranee - that
she should pay for the whole year, though her mind should change
as to her continuance.
"4. An act of Parliament should make it felony without clergy,
for waxy man to enter by force or fraud into the house, or to solic-
it any woman though it were to marry, while she is in the house.
And this law would by no means be severe, because any woman who
was willing to receive the addresses of a man might discharge her-
self of the house when she pleased, and, on the contrary, any woman
who had occasion, might discharge herself of the impertinent addres-
ses of any person she had an aversion to, by entering into the
house.
The rules need no explanation, but it should be noted that
they are the words of a man with a high moral standard. and in ac-
Like a true son of the Enlightenment Defoe seems to have no
feeling for the truly artistic. His building would have been as un-
attractive as straight lines and flat surfaces could make it.
An Essay upon Projects, p. 42.
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cordance with what wan posited in the first chapter of this thesis,
(page 10).
The Course of Study
The few studies that Defoe mentions in his course for this
academy are by no means the only ones he would have in it; but they
are such as would be considered innovations by his contemporaries,
in fact some of them might still be considered so by conservatives.
The two paragraphs which mention these subjects read as follows :-
"In the house the persons who enter should be taught all sorts
of breeding suitable to both their genius and quality, and in par-




because they are their darlings; but besides this they
shoul&jbe taught languages, as particularly French and Italian, and
I would venture the injury of giving a woman more tongues than one.
"They should as a particular study be taught all the graces
of speech, and all the necessary air of conversation, which our
common education is so defective in that I need not expose it. They
should be brought to read books, and especially history, and so to
read as to make them understand the world, and be able to know and
judge of things when they hear of them."*
Following these paragraphs Defoe returns to his argument for
•v. .v
female education. He pictures the woman with and without education'.*
"
He thinks that "God has given all mankind equal gifts and capacities
in that He has given them all souls equally capable; and that the
whole difference in mankind proceeds either from accidental differ-
An Essay upon Projects, p. 43.
*#
"A woman well bred and well taught, furnished with the ad-
ditional accomplishments of knowledge and behavior, is a creature
without comparison; her society is the emblem of sublimer enjoy-
ments; her person is angelic, and her conversation heavenly; she
is all softness and sweetness, peace, love, wit and delight; she is
every way suitable to the sublimest wish, and the man that has such
a one to his portion has nothing to do but to rejoice in her, and
be thankful."
But,
"If her temper be good, want of education makes her soft and
easy.
"Her wit, for want of teaching, makes her impertinent and
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ence in the make of their bodies or from tho foolish difference of
education. "*
Defoe was prophet enough to know that his argument was not
likely to convince his own generation. He knew himself to be liv-
ing in advance of his times, and he knew, too, that this desired
reformation might be long in coming. The last paragraph, which is
one of the best in the chapter, clearly indicates this.
"I need not enlarge on the loss the defect of education is to
the sex, or argue the benefit of the contrary practice; it is a
thing will be more easily granted than remedied: this chapter is but
an essay at the thing, and I refer the practice to those happy days,
if ever they shall be, when men shall be wise enough to mend it."
IV. An Academy of Music.
In Augusta Triumphans Defoe makes "A proposal to prevent the
expensive importation of foreign musicians etc. by forming an acad-
emy of our own." This is a short essay but in it some important
statements are made. One of the first of these is his definition
for "Academy". He says, "An academy rightly understood, is a place
for the propagation of science, by training up persons thereto from
younger to riper years, under the -instruction and inspection of
talkative
"Her knowledge, for want of judgement and experience, makes
her fanceful and whimsical.
"If her temper is bad, want of breeding makes her worse, and
she grows haughty, insolent and loud.
"If she be passionate, want of manners makes her termagant and
a scold, which is much at one with lunatic.
"If she is proud, want of discretion (which still is breedir g)
makes her conceited, fantastic, and ridiculous.
"And from these she degenerates to be turbulent, clamorous,
noisy, nasty, and the devil." Essay upon Projects, p. 43.
•*
This sounds as if Defoe knew Montaigne who said, "Males and
females are cast in the same mould; there is no great difference
between them, save such as has been wrought by education and custom.
" Qtrated in Compayre's Michel de Montaigne, p. 32.
An Essay upon Projects, p. 44.
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proper artists." This definition he gives In contradistinction to
the use then made of the term. The Italian Opera was at that time
called an academy of music.
The Plan
The plan for the academy of Music is short like that of the
Woman's Academy, but like all the other plans it is very definite.
From the great number of children in the different schools
thirty boys were to be selected "of good ears and propensity to
music." Defoe does not say so, but it is likely that he meant the
selection to be made each year.
These bo • s were to be"divided into three classes, viz, six
for wind instruments, such as the hautboy, bassoon and German flute
"That sixteen others be selected for string instruments, or a
at least the most useful, viz, the violin and bass-violin.
"That the remaining eight be particularly chosen for voice,
and organ or harpsichord. That all in due time be taught composi-
tion. The boys thus chosen, three masters should be elected each
most excellent in his way; that is to say, one for the wind instru-
ments, another for the stringed, and a third for the voice and
organ etc."
Defoe would do away with the "multiplicity of holidays", and
have only a few kept; then with seven or eight years of almost con-
stant labor in music the boys ought to become "fine proficient?".
#
Defoe seems to have forgotten his proposal for an English
Academy when he made this definition. It could no more be called
an academy than could the Italian Opera, if the definition were
strictly adhered to.
Augusta Triumphans, p, 14
There are several such passages as the following scattered
throughout these essays on academies. Irrelevancy and space have
compelled their oramission, but every one of them is worth repeat-
ing.
"The multiplicity of holidays should be abridged, and only a
few kept; trijre cannot be too few, considering what a hinderance they
are to juvenile studies. It is a vulgar error that has too long
prevailed all over England to the great detriment of learning, and
many boys have been made blockheads in compliance to kings and
saints dead for many years past." Augusta Triumphans, p. 15.
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He says in speaking of the course :-
"The morning employed in music, the boys should go in the after
noon, or so many hours, to tho reading and writing school, and in
the evening should practice, at least two hours before bed time, and
two hours b( fore the master comes in the morning, This course held
for seven or oicht yenrs will make them fine proficients; but they
should not go too raw or young out of the academy, it is proper
that at the stated age of apprenticeship, they be bound to the hos-
pital, to engage their greater application, and to make them thorough
masters . "
And this would be a money saving scheme as well as a means of
making English Musicians which in itself ought to bo enough to bring
about its establishment. "The profits accruing from operas, concerts
and otherv/ise, should go to the hospital to make good all former and
future expenses, and to enable them to extend the design to a greater
length and grandeur; so that instead of 1500 pounds per annum, the r
price of one Italian singer, we shall for 300 pounds once in ten
years, have sixty English musicians regularly educated and enable
to live by their science."
These few quotations contain, in a manner, all that Defoe has
said on academies; they also contain the greater portion of the
thoughts which are known to have been used by promoters of such ins-
titutions. It will readily be seen that the four schemes are entire-
ly free from repetition. Lee has said that Defoe never repeated him-
self. That is not literally true when all his writings are consid-
ered, but it is true so far as his academies are concerned. They are
had
as different as if they/been originated by four different persons.
There is, perhaps, only one common characteristic to be found in
them: all are surprisingly modern. This is true, too, of his educa-
tional precepts. Much that he says is as applicable today as it then
was
.
Augusta Triumphans, p. 16
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Just how much Defoe's contributions to education have affect-
ed education is hard to determine; but that they have affected it
can not be doubted. Benjamin Franklin has said in so many words that
"An Essay upon Projects" affected the principal events of his life;
and as Franklin insisted upen much English training when he drew up
his plan for the Pennsylvania Academy we would naturally conclude
that this was one of the events he had in mind. Prof. E. E. Brown
says, also, that Defoe's plan for a military academy was followed
in the founding of West Point. On these two occasions, and in these
two ways, then, Defoe's contributions have surely affected educa-
tion.
Defoe's greatest contribution to education probably lies in
the definite forms he gave his plans and precepts. Much that he said
was twice told, but was likely first heeded for never before, had
those thoughts been so clearly stated. It is, however, impossible
to show the effects of this sort of contribution so long as there
is a likelihood of the effects being derived from other sources. We
can only say that "An Essay upon Pro jects" , "The Present State of
Parties" , "The Dumb Philosopher" and several other books containing
his views on different phases of education were widely read, and
that he had the rare ability of making his readers understand.
In attempting to discover the effects of Defoe's contributions
upon education several interesting f cts concerning Defoe and his
works were revealed, and have beenset down in this thesis. First
among these is the fact that Defoe's life as well as his works may
from
be divided into three parts, of which the first, extending/his earl-
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Lest writings to the issue of the warrant for his arrest, 1703, and
the last, extending from the publication of Robinson Crusoe to tlie
death of our author, 1731, contain practically all ho has said on
education.
In comparing his views on the education of a gentleman with
those of his predecessors we found that in one particular, at least,
Defoe stood alone. He did not believe as others did, that classical
training was essential to the gentleman's equipment. A gentleman is
not "compleat" if he is not a scholar, but being a scholar does not
mean being classically trained. Neither is it imparativc that the
gentleman attend college. He may become a gentleman of learning,
and, therefore, a "compleat" gentleman by pursuing a course of
home study. Defoe outlines such a course, so here again, his work
is unique.
Finally, we found that Defoe's plans for academies had little
in common, and yet, they are every one well thought out and clearly
stated. By comparing these plans with the one for"An University of
London", we are brought to the conclusion that Defoe attempted at
least one subject which he did not fully comprehend. His plan for
the university is merely a plan for several academies, and it is
not at all likely that Lee had any reason for intimating that the
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